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TECHN ICAL .GETHODS OF DESIGN. 
By F. W. Caldwell* and N. S. Clay**. 
The aerodynamic design of Micart a propellers is carried out 
in much the same way as fo r other propellers. As the molds are 
quite expensive~ however, one is justi fied in giving consider-
ably more study to the des i gn of a Mi carta propeller than would 
be economical in the case of a wooden propeller . 
Perhaps the most direct method o f working out the design of 
a Micarta propelle r is to start with the diameter and blade an-
gles of a wooden propeller suited for the installation in ques-
tion. Applying one of the plan fo rms sui table for Micarta propel-
lers we may obtain the corresponding blade widths and use these 
angles and blade widths for an aerodynamic analysis. 
It may be well at this point to explain the simplified basis 
of the aerodynamic analys is ~hi8h furnishes the most satisfa~tory 
starting poin~ for a study of the design. 
Consider a smal l portien of the length of the propeller blade 
at a radius R from the axis and having a width b and a length 
dR (Fig. 23)~ obviously the surface area of this element will be 
b dR. 
* Aeronautical Engineer, Air Serv ice, War Department. 
** Material and Process Engineering Department, Westinghouse 
Electric and Manuf acturing Company. 
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In Fig. 24, V 1 represent s the fOTward velocity of the air-
pl ane, and V the rotational iTeloci ty ut the radiu.s R. W rep-
resents the resultant velocity of the clement wi-l,;h respect to the 
still air. P is the reSl..ll tant pressure on the element and is 
equal to 
ient and 
p 
g 
p 
g 
k b dR W2 vlhere k i s the resultant pressu.re coeffic-
is the mass dens i ~J o f a i r equ&l to .00237 in 
ft. lb . sec. units for s t andard a ir. v w = cos ~ so that 
2 
K = P k b dR V. The thrust T = K cos(~ +~) and the torque g co s2<I> 
force Fq = K sin(~ + ~ ). The thrust 
dT = P k b dR(2 TT n R)2 cos(~ + S ) . The power in ft.-lb./sec- = g cos2 <p 
dP = Fq (2 TT n R) d P = P k b dR (2 TT n R)3 sin (<P + (3) . 
g cos 2 ~ 
The values of k and f or va r i ous angles of attack (a) are 
determined by means of ~' ind tunnel tests on variOUS cross-section 
shapes to be used in propel ler design; These tests are usually 
made on rectangula~ airfoils 18 inches long and of 3-inch chord. 
Having this dE~ta at hand a thrust grading curve and a power 
grading curve, such as those shown i n Fig. 25 for the Liberty 
Micarta propeller may be const r..lcted. The areas under the eurves 
gi ve the to tal t11:ITlst and to tal power per blade. 
In a blade form such as that u.sed in the Liberty propeller 
and the 300 HP W~ight propeller , there is a considerable distor-
tion when the propeller is running at the top speed of the plane. 
This distortion causes a considerable increase in the blade an-
gles so that the ac tual power ab sorbed by the propelle:r is greater 
than the comput ed power. In the case of the Libe:rty propeller it 
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is necessaTY to multiply the computed power by about 1.3 to ob-
tain the actual power abS0TbE.d by the propeller - In practice, . 
• 
however ~ it is bette~ to re-comp~te the pouer and ~hrust, making 
certain assumptione as to the inCrE;cU::l8 in blade angles, since this 
unquestionably gives a clo ser approximation . to w~at is actually 
go ing on-
This increase in blade angle . is ca,used partly by the action 
of centrifugal force and i s very pronounced in the Liberty Micarta 
propeller on account of the forward rake of the propeller tips in 
connection with the p lan form used. It would go beyond the scope 
of this paper to discuss in detail the method of computing this 
twisting moment though the calculation is relatively simple. It 
will perhaps be sufficient to say that a forward rake gives a 
centrifugal twis ·cing rcoment tending to increase the blade angles 
whi le a rake to the rear, or do-mns tream, produces a twisting mo-
ment tending to decreaEe the ~~gles. 
In the caSE; of t[.e symmet :rical type of propeller blade used 
in the adjustabJ..e anc~ reve j:sible Micarta blades, there is a dif-
ferent type of c$nt~ifuga~ twist ing moment tending to decrease 
the blade angles. This moment is quite 8mall~ however, in the 
outer flexible portior~s of the blade, though it is relatively 
very large neal' tile boss . 
The thrust and poweT gr~ding curves for the 300 HP Wright 
propeller and fo r the ajju8tab1e and reversible prope~L1er are 
made up much the same way as those for the Liberty propeller. 
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In considering the stress analysis of the propeller, the 
following stresses are of pI'imary importance: (1) Direct tension 
due to centrifugal force (2) Bending due to thrust (3) Bending 
due to torque (4) Bending in the thrust plana to centrifugal 
force (5) Bending in the torque plane due to centrifugal force. 
The centrifug~l force per inch of radius may be computed from 
the formula C.F . = 1.227 w·A- R n 2 where w . is the weig11t of 
a cubic inch of the material, in this case, .0487 Ib./cu.in~. 
A is the cross-sectional area of the blade at the radius R in 
feet, n is the speed of rotatiorr in revolutions per second. 
Fig. 26 shows a curve of this kind for the Liberty Micarta propel-
ler. 
By integrating under the curve up to the station under con-
sideration, the total C. F. on the section may be obtained. The 
direct tensile stress is, of course 7 obtained by dividing the to-
tal centrifugal force on the section by the area of the section 
in square inches. All of these steps are shown in Fig. 26 as 
worked out for the Liberty M:icarta propeller. 
The bending rr.oments due to thrust are obtained from the areas 
under a series of grading curves obtained by multiplying the 
thrust at any point by its distance from the section under con-
sideration. The bending reument curves due to thrust on the Lib-
erty Micarta propelier are shown in Fig. 27. The bending moments 
due to torque aTe obtain8d in . the same way and are shown in Fig-28. 
The total bending momeDt on the various sections due to 
thrust are shown in Fig. 29 and those due to torque in Fig. 30. 
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In finding the bending moments due to centrifugal force, it 
is only necessary to reme:!"'!ber that the c '3rd;ri£ugal force of any 
element acts through its center of g7avicy anJ in a direction 
which is radial and perpendicrulaT to the axis of rotation. If we 
pass a plane no~mal to the axis of revolution through t~e center 
of gravity of any section, the moment of the centrifugal force of 
this section in the thrust plane on any other secrtion will be the 
product of the centrifugal force of the first section by the dis-
tance from the center of grav ity of the second section to the 
plane defined above . To find the moment of the centrifugal force 
in the torque plane, pass a plane through the center of gravity 
of the first section and the axis of revolution and proceed as 
above. Due account of sign must be taken in measuring the dis-
tance from the c.g.'s to these planes. 
Fig. 31 shows the grading curves for centrifugal moments in 
the thrust plane, and Fig. 32, for those in the torque plane. 
The total moments d~e to C.F . in the thrust plane are shown in 
Fig. 39, and those due to torque , in Fig. 30. 
The total resultant bending moments in the thrust torque 
planes are given in Figs. 29 and 30. 
After establishi~g the bending moments on the various sec-
tions it is necessayy to find the moments of inertia of the sec-
tions about ~heir principal axes and the angle between the minor 
axis and the chord. This can be done by means of a suitable 
graphic integra ting machine . For the purpose of these calcula-
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tions a gTeatly simplified method has been worked out but t~is 
method can not be described in detail hc:re. 
6 
KnoVling the bending r.lOm3nts, mcments of :'nert=.a, etc., the 
maximum fiber stress on any sectlo~ rr.~y be worked out ay the meth-
od of the neutral axi s described in an1 goed text book on me-
cll-anics. 
The maximum bending stress in the Libe~ty Micarta prope l ler 
at various stations combined with the centrifugal stress, gives 
the maximum resultant fiber stress on the \7arious sections- This 
is shown in Fig. 33 . 
The above shows the method applied to the static stress analy-
sis of the propeller. The centrifugal bending moments are, of 
course, - changed, as the result of deflection. The complete elastic 
analysis is extremely complicated and has never been carried out 
in a rigid manner. 
Some simple ap~roxi~tionsto tne effect of deflection, how-
ever, are interesting and useful in the case of the reversible 
and adjustable blades . I n this case the static analysis makes all 
the centrifugal bending moments equal to zero. By making an ap-
_proxiwate calculation of the elastic deflection which would occur 
if no restoring moment were present, and comparing this with the 
deflection necessa..ry to balance the bending moments due to air 
pressure by the be~ld.ing mcme:1"ts due to centrifugal force, an ap-
proximate estimate of the elastic stresses may be obtained. 
In order to make an estimate of the deflection it is necessary 
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to make some approximat i ons . For this ptlI'pose the minor axes of 
all the sections are assuned 10 lie in the same plane and the air 
forces are all assumed to lie in a plane norml to this one. 
The curvature at each section ,may then be obtained from the 
value of 11.1 EI wh ere M is the bending momen~, E the modulus 
of elasticity of the material and I the mODent of inertia about 
the minor axis. Plott i ng the curvature against radius and inte-
grating from the axis out to var ious stations, the slope at vari-
ous stations may be obtained; p l otting these values and again in-
tegrating as before, a curve of deflection may be obtained. 
In order to estimate the a~ount of deflection necessary to 
balance the bending moments, we may assume that the slope at any 
point is equal to the air loading per inch of length divided by 
the centrifugal fo rce per inch cf length. Plotting these values 
of slope and integrating from the axis out a series of values of 
deflection necessary to belance the air loading is obtained. 
These curves for tl1e adjustable and reversible propeller are shown 
in Figs. 34, 35 and 36. 
A rough approximation of the elastic stress may be obtained 
by multiplying the bending stress by the ratio of deflection nec-
essary to balance the air loading to the deflection which would 
occur without restoring moments. This method is, of course, quite 
inaccurate but it offers a useful means of comparison of propel-
lers of different materials. 
In the case of the adjustable and reversible propeller the 
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twisting moments in the blade are very import~nt as they partly 
determine the force necessary to change the pi-tch while the engine 
is running. 
One of the very impo~tant tw'i sting moments from the stand-
point of changing the pitch., is the tw:'sting moment introduced' 
by centrifugal force. This can be ra~her easily evaluated at 
various stations from the following formula: 
dM = c n 2 (I major - I minor) sina. cosa dR where c is a 
constant involving t he density of t~e material and a is the angle 
between the mino~ axis and the plane ,of revolution. These values 
~re plotted against radius. An integration under the curve will 
give the total twist~ng moment f or the blade. Fig~ 37 shows the 
twisting moment due to centrifuga.l force for various pitch set-
tings of the adjustable and reversible propellers~ 
This description of the methods used in designing Micarta 
propellers, is, of course, incomplete. It is hoped, however, 
that it will se~ve to illustrate to a certa.in exten~ some of the 
principles of design and indicate how the proper~ies of Micarta 
can best be utilized when it is applied as a propeller material. 
• 
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